
ABSTRACT 

CHEN, XI. Adaptive Clock Design for Memory Intensive 3D Integrated Circuits. (Under the 
direction of Dr. W. Rhett Davis.) 
 

Three-dimensional integrated circuit (3D IC) technology provides promising benefits for 

advanced digital system designs. The technology not only helps to overcome the interconnect 

wire delay barrier by greatly shortening the wire length from a 2D system, but also provides 

a solution to the well-known memory wall problem by stacking multiple logic and memory 

dies and connecting them with Through-Silicon-Vias (TSVs). All these features make 3D IC 

technology an attractive option for the memory intensive integrated system. 

Clock distribution is critical to a digital system design. When a system is implemented in 

3D technologies, it is more challenging to control the clock skew due to cross-die process 

variations, high thermal gradients and non-idealities of TSVs. Previous de-skew techniques 

for 2D ICs, like delay-buffer insertion and active de-skew, introduce large overhead, require 

complicated analysis, and are unable to compensate the clock distribution errors caused by 

TSVs and cross-die variations in 3D ICs. Recently proposed 3D clock network designs either 

do not have the capability to handle cross-tier variations, or oversimplify the effects of TSVs. 

To implement accurate and balanced clock distribution in 3D ICs, a new adaptive clock 

topology and de-skew technique are needed. 

In this work, new technologies are developed to handle the challenges in 3D clock 

distribution. Firstly, a new 3D clock distribution topology without H-tree structure is 

proposed to achieve high quality and good cost-efficiency. Secondly, a novel return-signal 

de-skew method is developed to handle the cross-tier variations and the 3D wiring 

asymmetry. Thirdly, to achieve de-skew in a single stage of delay buffer, a phase-mixer 



based tunable-delay-buffer (TDB) circuit is designed that is tunable in 360 degrees and has 

good tolerance to process, voltage, and temperature (PVT) variations. Based on these 

techniques, an accurate and highly adaptive clock distribution network can be implemented 

in 3D integrated systems. 

The proposed adaptive clock design technologies were validated in a chip fabricated in the 

IBM 7RF 180nm CMOS process. Three transmission line based clock paths with different 

wire lengths (1.5mm, 3mm, and 4.5mm) were created for testing the return-signal de-skew 

technology. The measurement results show that, at 1GHz clock frequency, the de-skew 

technology is able to reduce the clock skews from 440ps to 40ps.  

In order to evaluate the effectiveness of the proposed adaptive clock design techniques, 

design case study is performed. Moreover, a design optimization flow based on thermal 

profiles is developed to minimize the power and area overhead of the TDB insertion and 

further improves the adaptive clock network. 

In addition to the adaptive clock design methodology, this work also includes the 

development of other tools and techniques to facilitate memory-intensive 3D IC designs. 

Memory models, a process-design-kit (PDK) and design tools are developed. A memory 

generator tool is developed based on timing, power models and 3D PDK. An SRAM chip 

with on-chip access time measurement was also fabricated in a real process and it proves the 

benefits of 3D integration. 
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

1.1 Motivation  

The relationship known as Moore’s Law predicts that the number of transistors on a chip 

doubles about every two years, and the chip complexity doubles every 18 months. This law 

drives transistor devices to shrink significantly. Though device size becomes smaller, chip 

size is continually increasing due to the growing demand for functionality and higher 

performance. 

Recent experiments show that, as technology scales, interconnects become more 

significant limiting factor to performance and power dissipation of a chip. Wires get closer to 

each other, and the length of interconnect increases as a result of larger die size and 

decreasing feature size. Because wire thickness does not shrink in the same scale as device 

size reduces, interconnect capacitance and resistance increase while device parasitics reduce. 

As shown in Figure 1.1, delay due to the global interconnects increases exponentially as the 

feature size decreases [1.1]. The increase is more significant without repeaters. Longer 

interconnects require more repeaters to be inserted to achieve timing closure and signal 

integrity (SI). With the repeaters, delay can be reduced at the cost of higher power 
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consumption. P. Saxena et al [1.2] expects that if the current trends continue, 35% of the total 

cells will be repeaters in 45nm technology node and this number will increase to 70% in 

32nm technology node. The difficulty is that interconnect behavior and the number of 

repeaters are hard to predict before detailed physical design. There is an urgent need for 

innovative design technologies that can reduce interconnect wire lengths. One potential 

solution is to stack integrated circuits vertically, thereby reducing wire lengths. This 

technique is commonly called 3D IC technology. This work explores new techniques to 

enable 3D ICs. 

 

 
Figure 1.1 Interconnect delay vs. feature size [1.1] 

 

Specifically, this work develops a new clock methodology to help solve the so-called 

“memory wall”. The memory wall arises because of the increasing difference in speeds 

between the processor and the memory, causing the processor to be starved of data [1.3]. The 

memory wall is typically relevant to the processor-main memory interface. However, the 
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processor can be starved of data even at the processor–cache interface, especially if the 

processor is being designed to operate at a much higher speed than the cache. If the processor 

is designed to operate at 16 GHz and higher, the so-called memory wall can be observed at 

the processor–cache interface as well. New solutions to the problem need to be extensively 

developed. 

This work proposes that a potential solution to the memory-wall problem is to stack high-

speed memory on top of high-speed logic using 3D IC techniques. A high-speed clock 

distribution approach is needed to realize such a system. Here we introduce 3D IC 

technologies and the challenges to clock-design in 3D ICs. 

1.2 Three-dimensional IC Technologies 

Three-dimensional integrated circuit (3D IC) technology has demonstrated great potential of 

improving the performance of advanced memory intensive system design. It overcomes the 

interconnect wire delay barrier by greatly shortening the wire length from 2D system [1.4]. 

3D IC technology can solve the well-known memory wall problem [1.5] by staking multiple 

dies and connecting them with Through-Silicon-Vias (TSVs) [1.6] (Figure 1.2). In this way, 

massive interconnect bandwidth between logic and memory is provided. 3D ICs also 

significantly reduce memory access latency and I/O driver power consumption compared to 

general multi-chip system [1.7]. All these features make 3D IC technology attractive for 

advanced digital system design. 
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Figure 1.2 3D memory intensive system implementation 

 

1.2.1 3D IC overview 

There are a number of different approaches when 3D IC integration technology is considered. 

Depending on the assembly method, they can refer to die-level integration, wafer-level 

integration, or device-level integration [1.8]. 

In die-level integration, wafers are processed, cut into dies first, and then aligned and 

stacked to either another die or a wafer. The dies are electrically connected using 

wirebonding or microbumps. Die-level integration has a known good yield as each die has its 

own inputs and outputs so that they can be fully tested before stacking. Die-level integration 

has been most mature 3D integration technology that has been widely used in 3D packaging 

and offers a cost-effective solution, but it has low 3D via density [1.9]. 
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In wafer-level integration, wafers are stacked first and then cut into dies. The inputs and 

outputs of the chip are usually on top tier to communicate with the outside of the chip. 

Through-silicon vias (TSVs) are used to communicate among different tiers. Tier is defined 

as each active layer and its associated metals layers in this work. Wafers can have SOI 

substrate or thicker bulk substrate. Using TSVs, wafer scale integration provides high via 

density, which can achieve higher performance while it results in a higher cost. Wafer-level 

3D IC process technologies can be categorized as via-last or via-first process depending on 

the processing order of the 3D vias. This dissertation focuses on the wafer-level integration. 

In device-level integration, also called monolithic 3D integration, active layers are bonded 

vertically to form stacked npn junctions and results in vertical transistors after etching. 

Monolithic 3D IC can achieve highest via density. However, it requires more complex 

fabrication process and is unlikely to be used for mass-production. 

1.2.2 Challenges of clock design in 3D IC 

The clock signal timing reference is critical to both system reliability and performance. In 

aggressively scaled technologies, the control of clock skew becomes increasingly important. 

Advanced memory intensive system requires specific clock design for high accessing speed. 

When the system is implemented in 3D, the clock design becomes more complex and 

challenging.  

3D IC technologies bring us some benefits to improve the performance of digital system. 

However, they also create new challenges for circuit design, especially for high quality clock 

signal distribution.  
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First, 3D integration is going to have larger process variations. In a 3D integration, 

especially a heterogeneous integration, cross-die process variations will increase the clock 

skews if the sequential elements in the same clock domain are located on different tiers. 

Figure 1.3(a) shows the MOS transistor I-V performance of MITLL 3D process [1.10]. The 

results indicate that large differences exist cross the tiers.  

Secondly, significant thermal gradients exist in 3D integrations. A 3D integration will lead 

to a higher heat density and moves some active devices further away from the heat-sink. The 

increased thermal gradients will result in significant clock skews. Another set of testing 

results from MITLL in Figure 1.3(b) shows that, in three tiers stacking, the temperature 

increases quickly with the tier stacking goes up [1.10].  

In addition, the TSVs introduce more parasitic parameters and uncertainties. Due to 

parasitics, TSVs can degrade clock signal quality and increase skews. Also TSVs can absorb 

noise from substrate. In addition, TSVs make it difficult to design a highly symmetric clock 

distribution As we can find in the basic TSV model shown in Figure 1.3(c), the parasitic 

parameters will cause extra RC delay, signal distortion, and absorbing noise from the 

substrate [1.11].  
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Figure 1.3 (a) Cross-tier variations, (b) thermal variations [1.10], and (c) parasitics of TSV [1.11] 
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1.3 Research Contributions 

This work proposes novel technologies and systematic design flow to handle the 

complexities and challenges in the clock designs for 3D memory intensive systems. The key 

contributions include,  

 

� Developed new cost-effective and robust adaptive clock distribution technologies 

(Chapter 3).  

Firstly, an efficient clock distribution topology without need of balanced H-tree is 

proposed. Secondly, a novel tunable-delay-buffer (TDB) circuit which is tunable in 360 

degree and robust under PVT variations is developed. Thirdly, a new active de-skew method 

are developed in order to handle the cross-die variations, thermal gradients, and wiring 

asymmetry. 

 

� Designed and fabricated a test chip for demonstrating the proposed adaptive clock 

distribution technologies (Chapter 4). 

A test chip was developed to validate the proposed return-signal de-skew technique. The 

test chip was designed and fabricated on IBM 7RF 180nm CMOS process. The testing results 

show that the proposed technologies are effective in reducing the clock skew.  

 

� Developed a new design and optimization flow to improve the clock design based on 

thermal profiles and to minimize the design overhead (Chapter 5). 
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A design optimization flow is developed in order to figure out the optimal clock regions 

whose dimensions are inversely proportional to the thermal gradients within them. The clock 

regions will be adaptively partitioned, and the TDB insertions and the return signals paths in 

the physical design are updated accordingly. At the end of the flow, the optimal clock regions 

based on the thermal profiles are derived.   

 

� Proposed new design methodologies for 3D memories (Chapter 6).  

Physically-based modeling and delay analysis approaches are proposed to explore the 3D 

SRAM designs. The new approaches can be used to optimize the 3D SRAM timing 

performance at both sub-array and system level. An open-source 3D Process Design Kit 

(3DPDK) and a 3D memory generator to facilitate 3DIC designs in standard IC design tools.  

 

� Designed and taped out a 3D SRAM chip with a novel on-chip access-time measurement 

circuit (Chapter 7).  

    An SRAM chip was designed and fabricated in a 0.18µm 3D silicon-on-insulator (SOI) 

technology. A novel delay-locked loop (DLL) based access time measurement circuit was 

designed on-chip for accurate evaluation of the 3D SRAM performance. The results show 

that a 32% improvement in the access time is gained using the 3D technology. 
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1.4 Dissertation Overview 

This dissertation is organized as follows: Chapter 2 presents an overview of the existing 3D 

integrated circuit technologies and previous clock design techniques. Chapter 3 proposes the 

new clock distribution topology and the novel de-skew technique for adaptive 3D clock 

network design. Chapter 4 demonstrates the 180nm adaptive clock test chip design and 

measurements. Chapter 5 discusses the design case for optimization and TDB insertion. 

Chapter 6 introduces the 3D memory modeling and design tools. A 3D SRAM test chip with 

access time measurement is presented in Chapter 7. Chapter 8 summarizes the main 

contributions of this work and discusses the future work.  
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Chapter 2 

Literature Review and Related Work 

 

2.1 3D Integration Technology 

This section reviews the 3D IC manufacturing technologies that have influenced this work. 

2.1.1 MIT Lincoln Lab 3D process 

One of the major 3D IC processes that have been explored in our work is MITLL 3D 

integration process. MITLL has been the first widely available wafer-level 3D IC process and 

provides tightly integrated 3D IC process with high yield inter-tier 3D vias. 

MITLL 3D IC technology is a 0.18um process based on fully depleted silicon on insulator 

(FD SOI) fabrication. It is three tier 3D process with a face-to-face bonding for the base tier, 

Tier 1 and Tier 2, and a face-to-bottom bonding for Tier 1 and Tier 3. Each tier is about 

10um thick and has one poly layer and three metal layers. The tiers are directly connected by 

tungsten 3D vias. The resulting 3D via including blockage is about 2um by 2um in dimension, 

and their capacitance is comparable with metal capacitance. For instance, the parasitic 

capacitance of metal 1 on Tier 1 with the width of 1 um and length of 10 um would be 
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similar to the coupling capacitance between two 3D inter-tier vias. An illustration of the 

cross section is shown in Figure 2.1 [2.1], and the SEM photograph of MITLL 3D IC process 

is shown in Figure 2.2 [2.2]. 

 

TSV

 

Figure 2.1 Profile of MIT Lincoln Lab 3D SOI Process [2.1] 
 

 

 

Figure 2.2 SEM photograph of MITLL 3D IC process with 3 tiers [2.2] 
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2.1.2 Tezzaron 3D process 

The Tezzaron 3D IC process is 130 nm wafer-level 3D bulk CMOS process with 6 metal 

layers including Cu layer for bonding per silicon tier. The 3D vias are formed before stacking 

of silicon wafer. In this process, TSV is formed after transistors are created on each tier as in 

conventional process, but before metal layers are deposited. 

Tezzaron’s 3D IC process offers integration of multiple tiers with Tungsten Through 

Silicon Via (TSV) connection with copper bonding. Tezzarons 3D IC is a wafer-level 3D 

via-first bulk CMOS process with multiple tiers, six metal layers per tier including five 

aluminum layers and one copper layer for copper bonding. Again, the TSV’s are formed after 

transistors are created on each tier in Tezzaron’s process, and then metal layers are deposited 

for wiring. Each upper tier is flipped, aligned, and bonded to lower tier. And then top tier is 

thinned, grinded, and have copper deposition for the next tier stacking. After all the tiers are 

stacked, the stack is inverted. As a result, all tiers are connected with the 3D vias composed 

of tungsten TSVs and the copper bondpads, except the last two tier connections, which are 

done with copper bondpads only. 

2.1.3 Other processes and design cases 

The 80 Core TFLOP system of Intel [2.3] demands more than 100GB/sec memory bandwidth. 

Traditional SRAM was used to demonstrate the concept of 3D-stacked memory-on-processor 

for this multi-core system. The SRAM has the same dimensions as the TFLOP chip. It is tile-

based, mating an SRAM to each core in the processor chip. Each core interfaces to a tile in 
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the SRAM chip with a 3D interconnected memory bus as shown in Figure 2.3. Each SRAM 

tile integrates 256KB of static memory and interface logic, and overall provides 20MB of 

memory to the system. The stacked SRAM connects to an 82 core processor test chip, which 

demonstrated > 1 TFLOP operation and a 90% reduction of memory access I/O power. 

However, this design only supports two tiers stacking and is not flexible and economical 

enough for more general 3D IC design. 

 

 

 
Figure 2.3 3D integration SRAM stacking on the 80 Core TFLOP chip [2.3] 

 
 

The more cost efficient 3D DRAM stacking for multi-core processors was proposed in 

[2.4], based on a so-called “true” 3D DRAM concept. It uses the fine-grained 3D partitioning 

strategy, and distributes each rank into all stacking tiers at the wordline/bitline level. The 

design also separates the peripheral logic circuit and DRAM cells in different silicon layers 

for best process performance based on the concept from [2.5]. The wordline/bitline 

partitioning strategy is similar to the 3D SRAM partitioning structure talking in [2.6]. These 

3D memory design strategies essentially used intra-sub-array 3D partitioning, which requires 
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the fabrication of a relatively large amount of TSVs and the pitch of TSVs must be 

comparable to the memory wordline/bitline pitch (e.g., hundreds or even tens of nm pitch). 

This tends to put an increasingly stringent constraint on TSV pitch as the technology scales 

down, particularly for DRAMs. 

 

 

Figure 2.4 3D-stacked DRAM on CPU with ranks split across multiple layers [2.4] 
 

2.2 Conventional Clock Designs  

This section reviews the previous clocking methodologies that influenced this work. 

2.2.1 General topology of clock system 

Figure 2.5 shows the conventional clock distribution topology in digital system [2.7]. Multi-

stages topology is used to distribute synchronized clock signal to all loadings. Global 
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distribution is generally a balanced H-tree with active de-skew. At the end of global 

distribution, there are many regional distribution networks, which are constructed as clock 

grid or binary tree. The local distributions are generated by synthesis algorithm with clock 

buffers insertion for timing optimization. 

 

 

Figure 2.5 Conventional clock distribution topology [2.7] 
 

For a complicated digital system, such as micro-processor, the task of distributing accurate 

clock signals into a large chip area is very challenging. To achieve good reliability of the 

clock signal for all circuit blocks, sometimes the clock distribution structure needs to be 

divided into several domains (Figure 2.6 (a)). The clock signals will be resynchronized by a 

specific phase-locked-loop (PLL) for each clock domain (Figure 2.6 (b)). For a large system 

like multi-core processor, theses PLLs consume a significant amount of power, also 

introduce design complexity and risk. 
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(a) 

 

(b) 

Figure 2.6 (a) Clock Domains and (b) Clock generator hierarchy for a 8-Core Intel Xeon® Processor 
[2.18] 
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The clock networks for processors are generally implemented as cascading PLLs (Figure 

2.7). A central PLL serves as a filter to attenuate the noise from reference clock signal. A 

local PLL resynchronizes the clock signal distributed from the central PLL, and locks the 

phase of feedback signal to the reference.  

 

Figure 2.7 Clock generation for a Intel Nehalem® processor [2.19] 

 

2.2.2 De-skew technologies 

For de-skew purpose, some components with configurable delay are needed. A tunable-

delay-buffer (TDB) is generally used for this purpose. The traditional TDB controls 

capacitance loading and current to achieve the delay tuning. These circuits are highly 

sensitive to process and environmental variations. Traditional TDBs are usually cascaded in 

the clock tree to achieve skew compensation (Figure 2.8). This structure requires the large 

effort of delay distribution analysis. 

Some techniques for reducing clock skew have been proposed. One is the sensor based 

method. Non-uniform thermal distribution is a major source of clock skew [2.8]. By placing 

the Tunable-delay-buffers (TDB) in the appropriate positions of clock tree, and making the 
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delays correlated with the thermal profile by temperature sensors, it’s possible to partially 

compensate the clock skew. The TDB used for skew compensation can be implemented as 

analog tuning [2.9] or digital tuning [2.10]. The drawback of sensor based de-skew is that 

when TDB insertion is made in more clock stages, design overhead increases largely, and the 

error will accumulate across the whole clock path. Moreover, the TDB itself can be sensitive 

to variations. This method heavily also relies on accurate modeling of thermal performance at 

design stage and complicated analysis is required. Therefore, sensor based de-skew is not a 

good choice for large scale and high performance design.  

 

Root of clock tree

TD
B

Regional clock distributions  

Figure 2.8 Traditional TDB implementation [2.10] and cascading structure 
 

Another method is to use active de-skew technique. In a high performance system like a 

microprocessor, the skew requirement may be less than 10ps. In this case, the clock 

distribution path is usually divided into several sections. At the global distribution level, the 

active de-skew technique is usually used to provide a balanced clock signal to all circuit units 

[2.7]. In this method, clock phases at loading points are continuously compared to the 

reference signal, and TDBs in clock path are tuned according to the errors. As Figure 2.9 
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shows, the regional clock is locked to a reference distributed from clock source or nearby 

clock region. In this method, TDBs and phase comparators are needed for every clock region. 

 

Phase 
Comparator

……

Clock 
Source

Global Distribution Regional Distribution

Reference from 
clock source

Reference from 
nearby region

 

Figure 2.9 Traditional active de-skew topology with reference distribution 
 

One way to distribute the accurate reference signal is to generate a separate reference clock 

and distribute it in a highly balanced fashion [2.11].  Figure 2.10 shows the clock distribution 

hierarchy and the de-skew architecture used in an Itanium® 2 Processor. In this topology, 

each clock region will be calibrated compared to the reference signal. The tuning code 

settings for all TDBs (SLCB in the figure) will be stored in the fuse unit after the one-time 

tuning happens at start-up process. The tuning setting can also be refreshed by the test unit 

for any environmental condition change.  

The other way is to create a hierarchical collection of phase comparators between the ends 

of different global and regional routes [2.12] (Figure 2.11). With one zone locked as the 

reference, each of the other zones is referred to the phase of a near-by zone. In this method, 

the highly reliable global reference distribution can be avoided, but the error will accumulate 

with the increasing depth in the reference tree structure. 
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(a) 

 

(b) 

Figure 2.10 (a) Clock distribution hierarchy and (b) de-skew architecture for an Itanium® 2 Processor 
[2.11] 

 

Unfortunately, both methods are sensitive to process and thermal variations, and neither of 

them can compensate the asymmetry caused by TSVs. Therefore, previously proposed active 

de-skew techniques are not suitable for 3D clock design. The clock signal for memory often 

requires intentional skewing capability. When memory and logic are separated to different 

stacking tiers for process optimization purpose, the clock design for memory intensive 

system becomes more complicated. 
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                  (a)                                                              (b) 

Figure 2.11 (a) Phase compare structure and (b) region-based active de-skew topology [2.12] 
 

2.2.3 Previous 3D clock design cases    

Extending the clock network design into three dimensions will cause new difficulties such as 

worse process and thermal variation and asymmetry caused by non-ideal TSVs. In recent 

years, several efforts have researched clock networks in 3DICs. In [2.13], clock trees are 

designed for each tier with a standard 2D approach, and their delays are balanced by buffer 

insertion at the root points (Figure 2.9a). Without the capability to handle cross-tier 

variations, the skew of this case is up to 250ps in simulation.  

In [2.14], the clock network routes the wires freely in three dimensional space through 

updated algorithms (Figure 2.9b). However, as these routing algorithms oversimplify the 

non-idealities of TSV, they are too optimistic and will be of limited use [2.15].  
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(a) 

 

(b) 

 
 (c) 

Figure 2.12 (a) Separated 2D clock [2.13], (b) 3D synthesized clock [2.14],  
and (c) shared global clock [2.16] 

 
In [2.16] three simple test structures of 3D clock are fabricated in the MITLL 180nm SOI 

process, and the Local Meshes structure (Figure 2.9c) shows better power and skew trade-off 

compared to simple 2D clock design. However, no method is proposed to improve the 
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performance in 3D. The authors of [2.9] also extend the design on analog sensors and TDBs 

into 3DIC [2.17], but they do not provide solutions to deal with the non-ideality caused by 

3D integration. 

To handle 3D clock design challenges, appropriate distribution architecture, de-skew 

techniques and optimization design methods are still open problems. 
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Chapter 3 

Adaptive 3D Clock Design 

 

3.1 Efficient Clock Distribution Topology 

3.1.1 Proposed 3D clock distribution 

Traditionally, the global clock is distributed in an H-tree structure (Figure 3.1). The purpose 

of this structure is to achieve highly balanced distribution delays among all routing path.  

 

CLK_IN
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Buffer

Clock 

Loading

 

Figure 3.1 Traditional H-tree clock distribution 
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However, the required accurate matching of H-tree always suffers variations cross the die 

area, especially in 3D integration environment. And the H-tree routing consumes large chip 

area and power in cascading buffers.  
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(b) 

Figure 3.2 (a) Proposed 3D clock distribution topology and (b) implementation example 
 

A new distribution topology without an H-tree is proposed to reduce routing complexity, 

consume less power and minimize the impact of cross-tier variations in 3D ICs. As shown in 

Figure 3.2, the new topology distributes the global clock on the same tier as the clock 
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generator. Tunable-delay Buffers (TDBs) are placed in every circuit unit on all tiers and are 

driven by the clock distribution network through TSVs. When the tuning range of TDBs 

covers the full clock duty cycle, TDBs are only needed on the bottom layer of the clock tree 

distribution. This will greatly reduce the design cost. Meanwhile, the proposed 3D clock 

distribution topology will flexibly support all logic and memory domains with only one clock 

generator. It avoids multiple Phase-Locked-Loops (PLLs) in traditional high performance 

memory intensive systems [3.1] and greatly reduces area and power consumption. 

3.1.2 Multi-phase clock 

A multi-phase clock [3.2] is used to compensate the variations in the distribution network 

and improve timing accuracy. In this topology, the clock source generates several parallel 

clock signals with equal phase offsets which are all actively locked and referred to the off-

chip reference. With a multi-phase clock, variation tolerant TDBs can be realized by phase 

interpolation [3.3]. Unlike a conventional SoC clock, which requires multiple PLL/DLLs to 

synthesize regional clock signals with higher frequencies and tunable phases [3.1][3.4], the 

proposed multi-phase clock can achieve frequency multiplication and precise phase tuning 

without an extra PLL/DLL other than the clock generator. Therefore, in the proposed 

topology, one clock source can drive the whole 3D system. The multi-phase clock generator 

can be implemented as a DLL or ring oscillator PLL. For a 3D clock design, high-bandwidth 

DLL operation is used to avoid the supply noise accumulation [3.5]. As device mismatch and 

systematic imbalances in the physical design can lead to uneven phase spacing [3.6], a 
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distributive DLL structure [3.7] and time-averaging technique [3.8] are also used to attenuate 

the mismatch of multi-phase clock.  

 

3.2 Return-Signal De-Skew 

Traditional de-skew techniques can not handle the cross-die variations and 3D wiring 

asymmetry. In this work, de-skew method based on return-signal is proposed to handle the 

cross-die variations and unbalanced clock distribution which can not be calibrated by 

previous technologies. The de-skew technology is supported by a new tunable-delay buffer 

(TDB) design. Different from previous TDB applications, which rely on complicated 

analysis and cause large design overhead, the new TDB can achieve 360 degree tuning range 

and realize the skew compensation in a single stage. The TDB design for 3D clock is 

variation tolerant and low cost. The circuit achieves accurate compensation by high tuning 

resolution and good linearity. 

To minimize the clock skew, TDBs located at all clock loading regions need to be 

accurately in-phase. In this work, I propose a novel de-skew method. The simplified 

functional diagram showing only one clock path is as Figure 3.3. The forward clock path 

(blue line) distributes clock signal from source to loading point. In active de-skew process, 

by tuning the delay of the TDB (TDB_L in Figure 3.3), we want to compensate the delays of 

global and regional distribution and synchronize the phase at loading point (ΦLoading) to the 

phase at clock source (ΦSource). Instead of trying to provide an accurate and reliable reference 

signal to the loading point, we place a return signal path (orange line) located closely next to 
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the forward path. By going through almost same routing path and same number of TSVs as 

the forward signal, the return signal should have almost the same delay under all conditions. 

At the Phase Comparator located close to the clock source, the return signal phase PL will be 

compared with a reference signal phase Pref, which is delayed by a reference TDB (TDB_ref 

in Figure 3.3) from the clock source. When phase difference exists between the two signals, 

phase comparator incrementally sweep the control bits D of TDB_L until PL matches Pref, 

and the control bits D
��

 of TDB_ref is the complementary code of D. That means the delay of 

TDB_L plus the delay of TDB_ref always equals to a full clock period. When PL matches Pref, 

the phase ΦLoading at the loading point should be exactly in-phased to ΦSource at the clock 

source. The proposed de-skew method has good adaptability to the cross-tier variations and 

the asymmetry caused by TSVs. In addition, all the clock regions can be calibrated with only 

one phase comparator, which saves large design overhead. 

This return signal de-skew method has good adaptability to the asymmetry caused by 

TSVs. Since all parasitic effects are included in the path, the de-skewing does not rely on 

accurate TSV modeling and avoids the over-simplification in previous research. As all the 

clock regions can be calibrated with one phase comparator, the return signal de-skew avoids 

the accumulated phase error from region to region.  
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Figure 3.3 Simplified diagram of the proposed return-signal de-skew technique 

 

An example timing diagram for the return-signal de-skew is shown as Figure 3.4. At 

beginning status, in forward path, skew exists between loading and source. After the return 

path delay, phase comparator detects phase error between returned signal phase PL and Pref, 

which is delayed by TDB_ref from clock source. Because Phase Error is larger than zero, the 

phase comparator incrementally sweeps the tuning code D of TDB_L, push the return signal 

phase close to Pref. Since the control bit D
��

 is complementary code of D, delay of TDB_ref 

reduces accordingly. After several clock cycles, finally, returned phase PL and reference 

phase Pref match and lock. Because TDB_ref plus TDB_L always equals to full clock period, 

and forward path delay equals to return path delay, the total delay from source to loading will 

be integral clock cycles. The phase at loading point is matched to clock source. The skew is 

compensated. 
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Figure 3.4 Timing diagram of the return-signal active de-skew 
 

3.2.2 Behavioral simulation results 

Figure 3.5 shows the simulation results of de-skew technology at 1GHz clock frequency. The 

upper figure shows the change of the tuning codes D and D
��

. The middle figure shows the 

waveforms of reference signal Pref and returned signal PL. The lower figure is the phases at 

clock source (Phi_S) and at loading point (Phi_L). The results show the signals at source and 

loading are able to lock after 10 clock cycles, and the settling skew equals to 15.9 ps.  
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Figure 3.5 De-skew transient simulation results 
 

3.3 Phase-Mixer TDB Design 

3.3.1 Circuit structure 

In this work, we use multi-phase clocking to enhance the capability of locking the phases of 

the TDBs with the clock generator. A Phase Mixer based TDB (PM-TDB) circuit is designed 

to compensate the skew in the clock distribution.  

As shown in Figure 3.6, the PM-TDB consists of a phase multiplexer (MUX) and a phase 

interpolator. By interpolating the multi-phase clock, delay of the PM-TDB can be tuned 

precisely. The new TDB circuit has several advantages. Firstly, it is capable of tuning in 360 
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degree and generating arbitrary delay within only one stage. This avoids the need for a highly 

balanced H-tree and a large number of TDB insertions. This feature is very useful for the 

asymmetrical 3D clock network design. Secondly, the circuit has good immunity to PVT 

variations. Moreover, the TDB is convenient for regional clock gating and intentional skew 

editing as it can be tuned individually without complex and inefficient delay analysis [3.9]. 

Phase mixer can achieve about 10ps tuning step. If smaller step is expected, fine tune stage 

can be added into the TDB stage [3.4] [3.10][3.11]. 
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Figure 3.6 Simplified topologies of direct phase mixer 

 

A 5-bit controlled (including MUX and interpolator bits) quadrature phase mixer is 

designed and simulated in a 45nm CMOS process. The loading structure for the circuit is 

optimized for better slew-rate and linearity. As results show, the total power consumption for 

one mixer is 125µW (eight times of minimum inverter) at 1GHz, and the silicon area is 

10µm2 which is about the size of three DFFs.  
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3.3.2 Variations tolerance validation 

The most important specification for a phase mixer is the linearity. The simulated linearity 

performance of the phase mixer based TDB under normal and worst PVT conditions at 1GHz 

frequency are showing in Figure 3.7. We can see that although there are some deviations of 

the delay transfer function, the linearity of phase mixer TDB is good enough for de-skew 

purpose. The fundamental requirement for a TDB is that the delay transfer should be 

monotonic. However, better linearity is good for minimizing static phase error when de-skew 

is using. 
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Figure 3.7 Simulated linearity performance under PVT variations 

 

For the analog interpolation used in phase mixer, generally the input rising time may 

interfere the output delay value. As Figure 3.8 shows, in this work, the rising time (Tr) of the 

input signal will change the intrinsic delay of phase mixer TDB, but it is not a problem for 

linearity performance. We also expect the TDB can keep the linearity performance within a 
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range of frequencies to provide better design flexibility. Also showing in Figure 3.10, when 

we reduce the clock period (Tp), the output delay reduce accordingly and as expected, 

meanwhile, the delay transfer performance remains good linearity. 
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Figure 3.8 TDB delay with different input rising time (Tr) and clock period (Tp) 

 

Figure 3.9 shows the TDB linearity performance in part of the continuous tuning range. 

From this figure, we can find that, although the linearity of TDB is robust under different 

input rising time, it suffers a large variation with the decreasing effective loading capacitance. 

This result comes from another important design constrain for analog interpolation. To 

achieve good linearity in phase mixer, the intrinsic RC time constant should be larger than 

the time interval which is interpolated by the phase mixer. By adding capacitor compensation 
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at the output of TDB, we can achieve good linearity performance under a large PVT variation 

range. 
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Figure 3.9 TDB linearity with different input rising times and loading capacitances 

 

3.4 Variation-tolerant Clock Generation 

3.4.1 PLL frequency synthesizer  

For the multi-phase clock generation, a PLL-based frequency synthesizer is usually used. 

Analog PLL is still the major choice for high quality clock generation because its noise 

performance is much better than a digital PLL. However, an analog PLL is also sensitive 
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under temperature and process variations. In this work, we would like to explore the variation 

performance of PLL design, and the design method to improve the robustness of PLL.  

Charge pump PLL frequency synthesizer can be implemented as two different styles as the 

VCO design, which are LC VCO and Ring VCO. The topology of PLL and VCO are 

showing in Figure 3.10. Multi-phase clock signals can be generated by dividing the 

differential outputs of LC VCO, or directly from the outputs of the buffers in Ring VCO. 
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Figure 3.10 PLL frequency synthesizer and LC, Ring VCO topologies 
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3.4.2 Adaptive design for PVT variations 

The PLL circuit performance is impacted by process and temperature variations. For instance, 

from SPICE level simulation, the normalized bandwidth deviations of LC PLL and Ring PLL 

are listed in the table below. It’s obvious that Ring PLL suffers much larger deviation 

compared to LC PLL. 

 

Table 3.1 PLL performance deviations 

Bandwidth Positive Deviation Negative Deviation 

LC-PLL 1.8% @FF Corner, High Temp -3.5% @SS Corner, Low Temp 

Ring-PLL 21.5% @SS Corner, High Temp -13.5% @FF Corner, Low Temp 

 

For adaptive PLL implementation, we can make charge pump current (Icp) and zero 

resistor (Rz) in loop filter tunable to compensate variations of bandwidth and damping factor. 

The general topology is shown in Figure 3.11. Traditionally, the tuning process relies on 

complicated and unstable searching algorithms. The searching algorithms will take a long 

time and has the risk to unlock. 

In this work, we partition the variations space by process and temperature, and decide the 

settings of Icp and Rz at design stage. This method avoids creating extra feedback loop and 

searching in tuning. The partition information comes from process and temperature sensors 

(which can be implemented as Ring-OSC as well).  
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Figure 3.11 Adaptive PLL implementation 
 

Based on the equations in Figure 3.11 and the simulation data in Table 3.1, we can find 

that, with 30% tuning range of Icp, the bandwidth deviation of Ring-PLL can be constrained 

within 10% of its nominal value. 
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Chapter 4 

De-skewed Clock Distribution Test Chip 

 

4.1 Architecture 

In order to validate the proposed adaptive clock distribution topology and return-signal de-

skew technique, a test chip was designed and fabricated in the IBM 7RF 180nm CMOS 

technology. Although this is not a 3D integration process as the MITLL 3D SOI, the major 

challenge of 3D clock – the unbalanced distribution networks can be represented by the 

distribution paths with different lengths. In the test chip, three transmission line based clock 

paths with different wire lengths (1.5mm, 3mm and 4.5mm) were created for de-skew 

function test. The typical clock frequency for the test design is 1GHz. The quadrature input 

clock signals for the three distribution paths are divided from a 2GHz differential clock 

signal, and generated by an on-chip frequency divider circuit built on dynamic logic circuits. 

The 2GHz input signal can be provided by bonding PADs, probe PADs, or an on-chip PLL.  

Figure 4.1 shows the design schematic for the 1.5mm distribution block. As the figure 

shows, distribution path have five parallel wires, including four forward wires and one return 

wire. Each wire consists of three 0.5mm transmission lines which are serially connected by 

clock buffers. For design simplicity and reliability, the reference tunable-delay-buffer 
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(Source TDB), phase detector and control counter are integrated into each distribution block. 

The returned signal P_fb is compared to the reference signal P_ref, which is delayed by a 

source TDB, by the phase detector (PD) for phase error. When the phase error between two 

signals is larger than the minimum resolution, a signal pulse voltage signal is generated at the 

output node Diff, and its rising edge is used to drive the control counter. In order to achieve 

monotonic delay tuning for TDB, the control counter has built-in decoding function. A series 

of voltage pulses from Diff will sweep the output codes of the counter, and make the delay of 

the Loading TDB increases linearly. The linearly decreased delay tuning for the Source TDB 

can be realized by simply reversing the wire connections of Db_Q and D_Q at the control 

inputs (as highlighted in the figure). 
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Figure 4.1 Schematic of the 1.5mm clock distribution block 
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The 3mm and 4.5mm clock distribution blocks are very similar to the 1.5mm one showing 

in Figure 4.1, except that their clock distribution wires consists of more serially connected 

transmission line segments (6�0.5mm and 9�0.5mm). The outputs of three distribution 

blocks can be measured from the bonding PADs or the probe PADs, to compare the clock 

skews between different distribution paths, before and after de-skew function is activated. 

The detailed circuit implementations and measurement results will be introduced in 

following sessions. 

 

4.2 Circuit Implementation 

4.2.1 Phase-mixer based Tunable-delay-buffers 

Figure 4.2 (a) shows the schematic of the phase-mixer TDB circuit. Each phase-mixer TDB 

has its own bias voltage generation and requires a reference bias current input. The most 

important quality of the phase-mixer is linearity, which generally depends on the input signal 

slew rate, phase-mixer’s intrinsic RC constant and timing difference between input signals. 

Although the phase-mixer looks like a discrete time circuit, it is actually working in the linear 

mode. The voltage swing at the output nodes “out” and “outb” is much smaller than the rail-

to-rail value and can be controlled by the bias current. To bring the output signal back to rail-

to-rail for the correct detections of the following logic circuits, a voltage comparator is added 

after the TDB outputs (Figure 4.2(b)). After the long distance distribution, the input clock 

signals’ slew rate is hard to control, but the timing difference between inputs is well-
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controlled. Therefore, a practical method to improve the linearity is adding compensation 

capacitors at the outputs of the phase mixer (the inputs of the comparator) to increase the 

phase-mixer’s intrinsic RC constant. In this design, the capacitors (CC+ and CC-) have value 

equals to 40fF. 

 

 

(a) 

 

(b) 

Figure 4.2 Schematic of (a) the Tunable-delay-buffer and (b) the comparator 

 

Figure 4.3 shows a set of transient simulation waveforms at the phase-mixer TDB output 

nodes (small swing signals) and at the comparator output (large swing signal), with 

continuously changing tuning codes. The TDB circuits are designed and simulated on IBM 
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180nm CMOS process. The delay tuning resolution is 31ps. From the waveforms, we can see 

that the interpolations between quadrature input signals achieved very good linearity in delay 

tuning. Because the delay tuning depends on the interpolation of input phases instead of the 

intrinsic RC constant, the phase-mixer based TDB has much better PVT variation tolerance 

compared to traditional delay buffer design. The tuning resolution of TDB can be further 

improved by adding control bit to the interpolation, at the cost of larger area and power 

overheads. 

 

 

Figure 4.3 Transient simulation waveforms of the phase-mixer TDB 
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4.2.2 Phase comparator and control counter 

The circuit implementations of the phase comparator and the control counter are as shown in 

Figure 4.4. Reference signal phase P_ref and feedback signal phase P_fb are compared by a 

phase-frequency-detector consisting of two SR latches. When a phase difference exists, the 

XOR gate generates a pulse to drive the divided-by-four frequency divider. To drive a D-

Flipflop, the pulse has a minimum width requirement, and generally this value is much larger 

than the phase detector resolution. Therefore, an unbalanced buffer stage is inserted between 

the phase detector and the frequency divider to recover a small pulse. The divided signal will 

be used as the clock signal for the tuning code counter. The counter here already builds in the 

decoding function to convert the binary sweeping to a code sequence which tunes the delay 

of the phase mixer linearly. The names of output signals in the figure are for the loading TDB 

tuning code, D. For source TDB tuning code, it’s only necessary to reverse D_Q and Db_Q.  

 

 

Figure 4.4 Circuit topology of phase comparator and control counters 
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Figure 4.5 shows the transfer function of the control counter. D<3:1> controls three binary 

weighted interpolation bits in the phase mixer TDB, and D<0> has the same weight of D<1>. 

So the total interpolation weight for phase mixer is D<3:1>+D<0>, and this structure makes 

the transition between input phases linear. D_I and D_Q together, select two phases from the 

quadrature inputs for each quarter of tuning range. 
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Figure 4.5 Transfer function of the control counter 
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4.2.3 Frequency divider 

The quadrature phase signals used as input for the clock distribution paths are generated by 

the divide-by-two frequency divider, as Figure 4.6 shows. Because the tunable delay output 

of the phase mixer comes from the interpolation of multiple input phases, accurate matched 

input phases are important to the linearity of phase-mixer based TDB. This frequency divider 

circuit has good performance and simple structure. One of the design requirements is the 

input clock signal needs to be fully differential. Another requirement is the circuit blocks 

including latches and buffers have to work at very high frequency (2GHz in this work). To 

achieve the speed performance, both the latches and the buffers in this divider are 

implemented using dynamic logic. 
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Figure 4.6 Divide-by-two frequency divider 
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4.2.4 On-chip PLL clock generation 

Although this test chip receives its input reference clock through the bonding or probe PADs, 

the quadrature signals used to drive all clock distributions can also be generated by an on-

chip phase-locked-loop (PLL). The center frequency of the PLL is 4GHz, and the 1GHz 

quadrature clock signals for testing are generated by dynamic logic based pre-scaler. The 

divider ratio of the PLL is from 8 to 31, and the reference frequency for the PLL is 50MHz 

when N is 20. The bandwidth of this LC-PLL is defined around 1MHz for stability and 

reference signal noise attenuation. The schematic of the PLL is as Figure 4.7. 

 

 

Figure 4.7 Schematic of the adaptive PLL frequency synthesizer 
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4.2.5 Clock distribution paths 

The clock distribution paths in the test chip are implemented as transmission lines with 

ground shielding. The major advantage to using a transmission line as distribution wires is 

that the foundry provides an accurate process design kit and simulation model for it. The 

return wire is placed closely next to the forward wires to achieve great matching. All 

distribution paths are built on the metal-four (M4) layer with ground shielding on the metal-

three and parallel ground path. Figure 4.8 illustrates the layout of transmission line based 

clock distribution wire. The wire width and spacing are both 1µm. For the distribution paths 

design, the forward propagation delay should be comparable or larger than a clock cycle, for 

the convenience of demonstrating the effectiveness of the de-skew technique.  

 

 

Figure 4.8 Cross section and top view of the transmission line clock wire layout 

 

4.3 Chip Testing 

4.3.1 Test board design 

The test chip die photo is shown in Figure 4.9. It’s fabricated with the IBM 7RF 180nm 

CMOS process, which includes six layers of metal. Input clock signals can be provided by 
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bonding PADs, by ground-signal-signal-ground (GSSG) probes, or by the on-chip Phase-

lock-loop (PLL). Output signals of all three paths can be directly sampled from the ground-

signal-ground (GSG) probes or from the bonding pads with buffering. All clock paths are 

created on the metal-four layer, which is the highest layer used for signal distribution. The 

two up most metal layers, TM and ML, are for metal capacitors, power distributions and 

PADs. As the chip is covered by metal density fills, the clock distribution paths and active 

devices can not be directly seen from the photo. 

 

 

Figure 4.9 Die photo of the test chip 
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PLL 
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The print circuit board (PCB) designed for testing, with components and chip mounted, is 

shown in Figure 4.10. The chip is directly wire bonded on the PCB, and signal inputs and 

outputs are connected to the SMA connectors. Also, it’s possible to provide input signal and 

measure output signals by probing. The testing was first done by cable connecting. For wire 

bonding and probing convenience, the PCB is mounted on a piece of wood. All large through 

hole devices like polar capacitors are placed under the board. 

 

 

Figure 4.10 Test print circuit board with chip directly bonded 
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4.3.2 Testing scheme 

The example setup of measurement equipment is shown in Figure 4.11. This setup is mainly 

to measure the time-domain waveforms. The pulse generator (HP8100) with 60ps rise/fall 

time is used to generate a pair of 2GHz 1.8V differential input clock signals. Note that the 

on-chip PLL was bypassed for this measurement set-up. The input signals are sent through 

coaxial cables and SMA connectors (or GSSG probe) into the device under test (DUT). The 

output signals for all three paths are sent into the digital sampling oscilloscope (TDS8000B), 

which completes the signal path. The power supply (PS2520G) delivers DC and control 

voltages to DUT. An additional connection required between the signal source and the 

oscilloscope is the Trigger signal. With proper setting, the oscilloscope can synchronize the 

sampled output signals to the trigger frequency, which is the integer division of input 

frequency. When low jitter input signal is required, the BERT (N4901B) can also be used as 

a signal generator, sending differential bit streams through GSSG probe into the DUT.  
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Figure 4.11 Test equipment setup diagram for timing measurement 
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A photo showing real lab equipment setup is as Figure 4.12. The measured waveforms are 

displaying on the TDS8000B digital sampling oscilloscope. The LCD monitor on the left 

shows the image of the chip under test. 

 

 

Figure 4.12 Lab equipments setup 

 

4.3.3 Measurement results 

Figure 4.13 shows the screen shot of the measurements from TDS8000B. In this figure, the 

de-skew function was not activated yet. So the delay differences (skews) between outputs are 
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basically the intrinsic skews of the clock paths on test chip. Channel C1 is the output of the 

1.5mm path, channel C2 is 3mm path, and channel C5 is 4.5mm path. The time resolution is 

200ps per division, and amplitude is 50mV per division. Because the input impedance of the 

oscilloscope is standard 50ohm, the voltage amplitudes showing on the measurement are 

actually much smaller than output voltage swing of the test chip with ideal loading. But the 

timing information of the waveforms is still accurate. Also because of the imperfect 

impedance matching of chip outputs and oscilloscope inputs, some distortion shows on the 

waveforms caused by reflections. 

 

560ps 1120ps

440ps

 
 

Figure 4.13 Measured waveforms of three paths without de-skew 

(C1: 1.5mm path, C2: 3mm path, C5: 4.5mm path) 
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From the waveforms in Figure 4.13, we can find that the delay mismatch value is about 

560ps between 1.5mm path and 3mm path and about 1120ps between 3mm path and 4.5mm 

path. Within a single cycle period, the maximum skew among three paths is about 440ps. 

This skew value is obviously unacceptable for clock distribution working at 1GHz frequency.  

When the return-signal de-skew function on the chip is activated, the waveforms are as 

Figure 4.14 shows. In this case, the maximum skew is only about 40ps, and it’s been 

improved more than 90% compare to the previous test results.  

 

40ps

 
 

Figure 4.14 Measured waveforms of three paths with return-signal de-skew activated 

(C1: 1.5mm path, C2: 3mm path, C5: 4.5mm path) 
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The time domain measurements validate the effectiveness of the proposed de-skew 

technique. The return-signal de-skew technique will be useful for unbalanced clock 

distribution on 3D integrated circuits. Table 4.1 summarizes the chip design data and 

performance. 

 

Table 4.1 Chip summary and measured data 

Process IBM 7RF 180nm CMOS 

Supply Voltage 1.8V 

Clock Frequency 1GHz 

Before de-skew 440ps 
Skew 

After de-skew 40ps 

Each clock path 18mW(1.5mm), 25.2mW(3mm), 32.4mW(4.5mm) 

Frequency divider 16.2mW Power 

Total 91.8mW 

 

4.4 Conclusion 

The measurement results of the test chip proves that, the proposed adaptive clock 

distribution topology and return-signal de-skew technique have the capability to distribute 

accurate clock signals through a very unbalanced network. This feature avoids the traditional 

requirements for high cost, low reliability H-tree structure network in distributing clock or 

reference signals. The technique validated in this test chip provides a possible solution for 
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high performance clock system design in severe environments with huge process and 

temperature variations, such as 3D integrated circuit systems. 
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Chapter 5 

Application Case Analysis 

 

5.1 Optimization Based on Thermal Profiles 

 

 

Figure 5.1 Thermal Optimized Clock Network Design flow framework 

 

A design flow is developed to improve the clock design and minimize area and power 

overhead. The Design flow is shown in Figure 5.1. Clock delay distribution will be 

calculated based on thermal profiles [5.1]. The thermal profiles could be generated from 

junction-level thermal extraction simulations [5.2]. In order to achieve the trade-off between 

performance and cost, the flow aims to optimize the clock region partitioning and TDB 
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insertion based on the thermal profile. The memory timing performance can also be 

optimized by sizing the memory bank, array and sub-array based on the thermal profiles.  

Large thermal gradients caused by 3D stacking will increase clock skew. Dividing the 

whole system into multiple clock regions with TDBs inserted will help to improve the skew 

performance. However, the insertion will use extra area. A design and optimization flow is 

proposed to handle the tradeoff of skew performance and cost. The flow chart is shown in 

Figure 5.1. More details are covered here.  
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Figure 5.2 Design optimization flow 

 

We aim to figure out the optimal clock region whose size is inversely proportional to the 

thermal gradient within it. As Figure 5.2 shows, the initial clock tree partition starts from the 

logic circuit unit or a single memory bank. The skew distribution is calculated based on the 

thermal profiles. In the optimization process, the clock regions in which the skew 

performance does not meet the specification will be further divided. Meanwhile, regions with 
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very low skew will be merged. According to the new region partitioning, the TDB insertion 

and de-skew signal return paths will be updated in the physical design. The process will 

continue until all the regions meet the requirement. By this process, we are able to obtain the 

optimal clock region partitioning based on thermal profiles. 

 

5.2 Clock Design Case with TDB Insertion 

5.2.1 Regular clock region partition 

A design case is created to study the impact of thermal gradient, clock region partition and 

Tunable-Delay-Buffer (TDB) insertion. The circuits and thermal profiles for simulation are 

adopted from a 3D ORPSOC system design in [5.3]. The technology used for simulation is 

the 45nm 3D CMOS process which will be presented in Chapter 6. Two tiers stacking 

structure is used. Logic circuits are on the bottom tier while 32KB SRAM arrays 

(2KB/bank×16banks) are on the top one. The area of each tier is 1mm×1mm.  

The global clock distribution for both logic and memory tiers are a standard binary tree 

shown in Figure 5.3 with 12 stages and 403ps of nominal insertion delay at room temperature. 

The clock source is located at the center of logic tier. The initial clock distribution is not 

partitioned into regions. Simulations in HSPICE are used to extract the temperature 

coefficients of the clock buffer and metal wires in the clock tree. The accumulated delay 

from the clock source to all the loading points at both tiers is also calculated. The simulated 

results show that when the environment temperature is 25℃, the delay coefficient of a clock 
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buffer is about 0.67% per degree, and the resistance coefficient of metal wire is 0.45% per 

degree. TSVs contribute up to 40ps extra delay in clock path. 

 

 

Figure 5.3 Global clock tree before partition 

 

The thermal profiles for both tiers are shown in Figure 5.4. The highest temperature is 90

℃. The initial skew performance under these circumstances is shown in Figure 5.5. Without 

TDB insertion and the de-skew technique, large skew happen at both tiers. The maximum in-

tier skew is 85.2ps for the logic tier, and 75ps for the memory tier. The cross-tier skew is 

even worse because of the thermal gradient and TSVs between tiers. The maximum value of 

skew is 214.3ps. The relation of skew and thermal gradient is beyond linear because of the 

delay accumulation in the binary tree.  

L=1µm 

W=1µm 
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Figure 5.4 Thermal profiles for two stacking tiers 

 

To improve the skew performance, we partition the clock region and insert TDB in each 

region as shown in Figure 5.6. Simulations are run in HSPICE, and the new delay 

information for all the loading points is extracted. The skew performance is updated 

accordingly. Figure 5.7 shows the improvement in the results. When each tier is divided into 

16 regions and with a 7.8ps tuning step TDB in each region, the maximum in-tier skew are 

17.8ps for logic and 21ps for memory. Because the adaptive de-skew is able to compensate 

the effects of thermal variation and TSVs cross tiers, the maximum overall skew is the same 

value of memory skew, which improves more than 90%. In a sum, the clock region 

partitioning and de-skew technology improve the skew significantly. 
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Figure 5.5 Delay distributions of two stacking tiers before partition 

 

 

Figure 5.6 Clock distributions after regular partition 
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Figure 5.7 Skews of two tiers after regular partition 

 

The skew performance versus clock region size and TDB tuning step is also explored. The 

results are plotted in Figure 5.8. Both small clock region and TDB tuning step will help to 

improve the skew performance. However, smaller clock regions need more TDBs in total. 

This will increase the design area and power consumption. TDBs with smaller tuning step 

will also consume more power. Both of the effects will increase the design overhead. 

Therefore, we need the optimization flow in Section 5.1 to handle the trade-off of 

performance and cost. 
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Figure 5.8 Simulated skew under different clock region sizes and TDB tuning steps 

 

5.2.2 Thermally optimized clock region partition 

In order to reduce the clock region number and design overhead, it is possible to create clock 

regions with different sizes. By using the optimization design flow described above, the 

application case in 5.2.1 can be modified as shown in Figure 5.9. In this thermally optimized 

design, small clock regions are only created for the high thermal gradient area. Clock regions 

in lower thermal gradient area are merged into larger region. The optimized design uses only 

half the number of TDBs compared to the regularly partitioned design.  

The skew performance for both tiers is shown in Figure 5.10. The maximum cross-tier 

skew in this case is 27ps. It’s a little larger than regular partition (21ps), but still 87% 

reduction compared to the traditional H-tree structure design (214ps).  
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Figure 5.9 Clock distributions after thermal optimized partition 
 
 

 

Figure 5.10 Skews of two tiers after thermal optimized partition 
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Table 5.1 and Table 5.2 summarize the power consumption and routing area consumption 

of different clock distribution topologies. TDB power cost is relatively small compared to the 

power consumed in driving wire loadings. In this case, based on the process information of 

45nm 3DPDK, the metal wire pitches are 0.8µm for higher level routing and 0.28µm for 

lower level routing. Figure 5.11 compares the total power and routing area consumptions 

caused by clock paths and the skew performance of different clock distribution methods. The 

optimized partition reduces about half of the power and routing area overhead of the regular 

partition, and it can still achieve a good improvement in skew performance compared to H-

tree method.  

 

Table 5.1 Power consumption of different topologies 

 Wire (mW) TDB (mW) Total (mW) 

H-tree 21.28 0 21.28 

Regular 23.68 8 31.68 

Optimized 22.68 4 26.68 

 

Table 5.2 Routing area consumption of different topologies 

 
De-skew global 

(1000µm2) 
Tier 1 regional 

(1000µm2) 
Tier 2 regional 

(1000µm2) 
Total 

(1000µm2) 

H-tree 0 31.92 10.64 42.56 

Regular 15 28.32 7.04 50.36 

Optimized 8 30.12 8.84 46.96 
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Figure 5.11 (a) Power, (b) routing area of clock and (c) skew performance compare 
 

The results above demonstrate that the thermal profile-based optimization flow can be 

used to improve the design trade-off of overall skew performance and the design overhead 

caused by TDB insertion and clock distribution routing. 
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Chapter 6 

Modeling and Design Tools for 3D Memory 

 

Modern SOCs (e.g. processors) tend to require increasingly larger on-chip memory (cache). 

SRAM, the most popular on-chip memory is power hungry and area inefficient. According to 

the SIA and the ITRS, most of the area in an SoC is occupied by embedded memory of one 

form or another [6.1]. One method to provide more memory capacity than a single die can 

supply is to adopt the multi-level hierarchical architecture, and using the separated DRAM 

chip as main memory. Off-chip DRAM memories provide high density with a lower cost, but 

have difficulty providing the desired bandwidths due to a restricted number of I/Os. 

Moreover, off-chip memories are a source of concern because of their higher power 

consumption. Indeed, complex and power hungry I/O transceiver circuits are needed to deal 

with the interconnections between chips [6.2]. Embedded DRAM (eDRAM) technology 

incorporates both high performance logic and dense DRAM in a single die to avoid huge 

amount of I/Os, and as a result compromises both technologies, yet with higher cost [6.3]. 

SRAM is the kernel part of on-chip memory. The 3D integration technique can improve 

the SRAM design by reducing the global wire length and optimizing sub-array design [6.4]. 

The benefit of 3D cache design has been shown in [6.5] by Black et al. 3D memory-on-logic 
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provides potential of significant larger bandwidth and memory size. If we can have one or 

several memory tiers stacked on the logics, not only the access time will be reduced, but also 

the larger bandwidth and memory capacity could be achieved. 

For the near future, DRAM is a good candidate for 3D memory-on-logic. It has the highest 

density RAM devices. Moreover, its IO count is lower than SRAM, and the area penalty 

from connecting all IOs would be lower than SRAM [6.6]. 3D stacking DRAM may 

eliminate the necessity of complicated block like DDR conversion and save a big portion of 

power, which is very important in applications like mobile device. The memory-wall 

problem will be more obvious when the system comes to a multi-core stage. 3D-stacked 

memory architecture design, especially 3D DRAM, becomes a popular research topic 

[6.7][6.8][6.9]. “The real attraction of 3-D comes when we get to 16 or 32 cores, where the 

architecture includes sharing a large L2 cache”, said Wilfried Haensch, manager of device 

and integration technology at IBM Corp.'s Thomas J. Watson Research Center [6.10]. 

 

Memory

Logic

Memory

LogicMemory

Logic
 

Figure 6.1 2D, memory-on-logic and multi-tier 3D memory implementation topologies 

 

Some previous researches tried to explore the possible implementations and potential 

benefits of 3D memory-on-logic structure. Tsai et al. [6.11] evaluated two 3D SRAM design 
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strategies, which partition sub-array in 3D domain, and explored the corresponding 3D 

SRAM performance space by modifying CACTI 3. Loh [6.7] investigated the potential of 3D 

processor-memory integration by using a so-called “true” 3D DRAM design strategy 

announced by Tezzaron Corporation [6.12], which separates control logic and DRAM cell 

into different tiers. The TSV based 3D integration brings two main advantages compared to 

wire-bonds: (1) they have excellent electrical characteristics, eliminating the need for 

complex IO driver circuits; (2) they have a very small area footprint [6.2]. For 3D memory 

performance analysis, a tool 3D-CACTI is developed by Tsai et al. at PSU [6.13]. A closely 

related work is PRACTICS developed by Zeng et al. [6.14]. Those tools predict 3D memory 

performance at system level, and few details about components and physical level calculation 

are shown.  

 

Figure 6.2 CAD tools required for 3D memory design 
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To optimize the 3D SRAM design in more flexible conditions, general design and analysis 

methodology based on physical components is highly needed. The objectives of this part of 

research are: 1) create timing and power models for 3D memories; 2) develop physical 

design tools and system evaluation environment for 3D-stacked memory; 3) validate the 

performance of 3D memory based on a real three-dimensional process. 

 

6.1 3D Memory Modeling 

3D memory-on-logic design and commercial EDA tools supporting is kind of like “Chicken 

or Egg” problem. To help potential 3D designers create and evaluate their work before 

jumping into 3D process, some tools are needed as the diagram shown. Most of the previous 

discussions for 3D stacked memory-on-logic are based on some high level assumption and 

simulation tools, and are lack of physical design consideration like 3D interface design and 

the impact of different process options especially TSV options. To help SoC designer make 

their decisions to implement the design in a 3D technology, detail and reliable answers about 

the best performance improvement and cost comes from different process options should be 

given before real fabrication. In this work, we developed a physical based 3D memory delay 

and power analysis approach that can be used in multiple processes, explored methods for 3D 

memory design optimization, and provided guidelines to 3D SoC designer. 
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6.1.1 Delay modeling 

In this section, a physical based delay analysis approach for 3D SRAM is introduced. The 

discussion focuses on calculating the access time of a 3D SRAM array by breaking the delay 

time into sections related to the circuit components along the signal path. By this method, 

designer can directly learn about the parasitic effect like Through Silicon Via (TSV), and 

optimize the SRAM array in different 3D processes with more flexibility. 

The hierarchical structure of a SRAM system is shown as Figure 6.3. The SRAM system 

consists of array of banks. Each of them provides part of the output data. In every bank, there 

are several sub-arrays, which are selected by address input. In large SRAM array (several 

Mega bytes), address and data are routed to and from the bank matrices on H-tree distribution 

networks, to provide uniform access. In 3D design, distributing SRAM array into several 

tiers obviously reduces the delay of global interconnects. 

At SRAM cell level, the feasibility of separating six transistors into several tiers is 

constrained by 3-D via size. Cell partitioning is valuable only when the ratio of TSV width to 

cell width is smaller than 0.3 [6.15]. Current dimensions of 3-D via sizes vary from 

1µm×1µm to 10µm ×10µm [6.16] and they are comparable to SRAM cell dimensions. 

Therefore, partitioning at the cell level is difficult in present and near future technology 

nodes. 3D SRAM partitioning in the sub-array level is a more practical choice. Generally, we 

have two options, Word-line Split and Bit-line Split, as Figure 6.4. 
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Figure 6.3 Hierarchical SRAM architecture 
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Figure 6.4 Word-line split and Bit-line split structures of 3D memory sub-array 
 

Word-line split means divide each word-line in an array into several tiers. Then the local 

word-line wire length in one tier is reduced, hence the delay and power. The drivers of local 

word-line are duplicated for each tier. This structure provides benefits within the sub-array, 

in addition to the bank level and out-of-bank H-tree wire lengths reduction. The cost of extra 

loading to global word-line could be compensated by smaller driver size. The Bit-line split is 

a similar concept to the word-line split. In this partitioning, the bit-line length in the sub-

array as well as the number of pass transistors connected to a bit-line is reduced. This also 

makes a smaller sub-array dimension, and provides access time improvement from higher 

level wire length reduction, like word-line split. 
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As the hierarchical structure in Figure 6.3, the critical path in SRAM bank is from the 

address decoder input, through pre-decoder wire, global word-line and local word-line, to the 

SRAM cell, then through bit-line and sense-amp to the output of bank. For 2D SRAM timing 

analysis, a physical based scaling methodology is proposed by Amrutur and Horowitz in 

[6.17]. Generally the delay inside a bank can be divided into components as logic gate delays, 

and RC delays of wires. Logic gate delay in SRAM bank has two parts, which are 

contributed by Decoder (Ddec) and Sense-Amp delay (Dsa), as equations (1) and (2).  

4 ,dec dec fo P decD N Dτ= ⋅ +                                                              (1) 

4 , ,2sa fo O sa L saD R Cτ= + ⋅                                                             (2) 

Here τfo4 is the extrinsic delay of the fanout-of-4 inverter. Ndec is the optimized gate 

number in decoder path. DP,dec is the parasitic delay of decoder, which could be extracted 

after layout. RO,sa and CL,sa are output resistance and loading capacitance of Sense-amp. 

RC delay of wire consists of the input wire delay (Dwire,in) and the output wire delay 

(Dwire,out) as equations (3) and (4). 

,                                               

( )
( )

2 8 2

wire in pre gwl lwl

pre gwl gwl ld lwl lwl
pre gd

D D D D

C R C C R C
R C

= + +

⋅ + ⋅= ⋅ + + +
                              (3) 

Three portions in Dwire,in are RC delay from pre-decoder wire (Dpre), global word-line (Dgwl) 

and local word-line (Dlwl). Cgd and Cld are capacitive loadings caused by global and local 

word-line drivers. 
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rise wl bl mux sa
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bl mux sa sa bl mux
bl mux

bl mux sa bl mux sa

D D D D D

V V
T C C C

V I

C C C C C C
R R

C C C C C C

= + + +

= ⋅ + ⋅ + +

⋅ + ⋅ +
+ ⋅ + ⋅

+ + + +

                            (4) 

RC chain for Dwire,out includes word-line switch (Dsw), SRAM cell (Dcell), bit-line (Dbl) and 

multiplexer (Dmux). Trise,wl is the word-line voltage rising time. Vb is the bit-line voltage swing. 

Icell is the SRAM cell driving current. Cbl, Cmux and Csa are capacitance on the Bit-line, 

Multiplexer and Sense-Amp input respectively. 
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Figure 6.5 Word line partitioning (a) and Bit line partitioning (b) modeling 
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This sub-section analyzes the SRAM performance influence of 3D stacking. Generally 

speaking, the benefit of 3D partitioned SRAM comes from shorter wire lengths, and the 

penalty is from extra capacitive loadings of 3D via (TSV). Distributed RC delays like Dwire,in 

and Dwire,out defined in (3) and (4) are sensitive to wire length, and will be obviously impacted 

by 3D partitioning. 

 

A. Word-line split 3D SRAM 

If the SRAM sub-array is separated into Ntier stacked tiers by word-line split 3D partitioning, 

the lengths of global word-lines and local word-lines are reduced by Ntier times, and benefit 

the total access time. Trise,wl in (4) will also be reduced. Dgwl and Dlwl in equation (3) are: 

( )
8

gwl gwl
gwl ld

tier tier

R C
D C

N N
= ⋅ +

⋅
                                                      (5) 

22
lwl lwl

lwl
tier

R C
D

N

⋅=
⋅

                                                                         (6) 

For each local word-line, there are Ntier local-decoders located at Ntier stacked tiers and 

they are all driven by global-decoder. The loading Cld in equation (3) is: 

( 1)ld ld g subx tier subx tier TSVC N C N N N N C= ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ + ⋅ − ⋅                       (7) 

CTSV is the capacitance of a Through-Silicon-Via. Nld*Cg is the input capacitance of local 

word-line driver. Nsubx (Nsuby) is the number of columns (rows) of sub-arrays in a bank.  

As (7) shows, increasing CTSV will diminish the benefit of multi-tiers partitioning. But if 

CTSV has reasonable value, we can still get obvious timing improvement from sub-array and 

bank level wire reduction. 
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B. Bit-line split 3D SRAM 

For Bit-line split, Rbl and Cbl in equation (4) are both divided by Ntier for separated bit-line, 

and smaller Dwire,out is achieved. Rpre and Cpre in (3) are also reduced because of smaller sub-

array height. Assumed sense-amp is shared between tiers, extra loading of CTSV should be 

added into Csa, the input capacitance of sense-amp. So Csa becomes: 

( 1)sa sa g tier TSVC N C N C= ⋅ + − ⋅                                                       (8) 

 

C. H-tree Network in Large 3D SRAM Array 

In large memory array (>1MBit) with a lot of banks, the system delay (access time) tends to 

primarily come from H-tree networks, and it’s much larger than the Random Cycle Time 

which defined by sub-array delay. Delay analysis and optimization for global interconnect is 

introduced into the total access time calculation for large SRAM array. The H-tree wire 

length (LHtree) from I/O port to address decoder input can be calculated as equation (9).  

( / 2 0.5) ( / 2 0.5)Htree bankx bank banky bankL N W N L= − ⋅ + − ⋅               (9) 

Where 
( )

( )
bank subx ld bl cell

bank suby sa wl cell

W N W N W

L N L N L

= ⋅ + ⋅
= ⋅ + ⋅

 

Nbankx and Nbanky are numbers of bank in row and column in the SRAM array. Nbl and Nwl 

are bit-line and word-line numbers in a sub-array. Wbank and Lbank are width and length of a 

bank. Wcell and Lcell are width and length of a SRAM cell. Wld is width of the local word-line 

driver in sub-array. Lsa is the length cost by sense-amp. 
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Placing extra repeaters along the wire distribution will reduce the total delay. From [6.18], 

for a given technology and a given interconnect layer, the minimum long wire delay with 

repeaters is as: 

,min (1.38 1.02 1 )p Htree d d H HD L R C r cγ= + + ⋅ ⋅                                  (10) 

Typically, γ=1 for repeater. L is the wire length (from SRAM array I/O port to address 

decoder input in bank) in H-tree. Rd and Cd are output resistance and intrinsic loading of 

repeater. rH and cH are resistance and capacitance per unit wire length in H-tree.  

Parasitic of TSV won’t be a major problem when its value is reasonable. However, under 

nonoptimal conditions (e.g. thick substrate bulk process), CTSV could be much larger than 

the capacitance of normal vias. Figure 6.6 shows the calculation results of a 1MBit word-line 

split 3D SRAM bank on NCSU 45nm 3D FreePDK. 
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Figure 6.6  3D SRAM Timing Analysis based on 45nm 3D FreePDK 
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6.1.2 Power modeling 

Power consumption of memory is highly correlated to the working patents, for instance, the 

read/write periods and activation time. It’s hard to calculate the accurate power value of the 

memory system based on physical elements. A more practical method usually used in 

industry products is to measure the current consumptions for a memory array with certain 

capacity, under different working status, and estimate the total power consumption based on 

specific working paten. Some equations and definitions used for the power modeling in this 

work are listed as below. 

Besides the memory size (Mb) and supply voltage (VDD), some other important 

specifications used to define a memory product are clock period (Tck), clock cycle number 

between successive Read and Write accesses (Nact), refresh interval (Tre_int) and refresh 

time (Tref). All these specifications determine the power consumptions of a memory array. 

To create the power consumption model which can be used for real simulations, we need 

to know the current consumption under different working status. Generally, the measured 

current values can be defined as standby current (Istby), refresh current (Iref), activate 

current (Iact), pre-charge current (Ipre) and read/write access current (Irw). All these current 

values will be proportional to the total memory capacities. So in the power model, we will 

use the values of current per mega-bit as the calculation conditions.  

Since the real power consumption is highly related to the working patent of memory, we 

also need to define the timing value or ratio of different status. In this model, we will use 

standby ration (Rstby), read ratio (Rread), write ratio (Rwrite), Read pre-charge time 
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(Tread_pre), Read bank time (Tread_bank), Write pre-charge time (Twrite_pre) and Write 

bank time (Twrite_bank). Both the pre-charge time and bank access time for read and write 

are proportional to the clock period (Tck).  

With the definitions and values provided above, we can calculate the power consumptions 

for each action happened in memory array. The equations are listed as below.  

Activate Power: Pact=Iact*VDD (mW) 

Read pre-charge power: Pread_pre=(Ipre-Iact)*(Tread_pre/(Nact*Tck))*VDD 

Read bank power: Pread_bank=(Irw-Iact)*(Tread_bank/(Nact*Tck))*VDD 

Write pre-charge power: Pwrite_pre=(Ipre-Iact)*(Twrite_pre/(Nact*Tck))*VDD 

Write bank power: Pwrite_bank=(Irw-Iact)*(Twrite_bank/(Nact*Tck))*VDD 

  

Then, the power consumptions under different working status are calculated based on the 

values from each action and the timing ratios.  

Standby power: Pstby=Istby*VDD*Rstby 

Refresh power: Pref=(Iref-Istby)*VDD*Rstby*Tref/Tref_int 

Read power: Pread=(Pact+Pread_pre+Pread_bank)*Rread 

Write power: Pwrite=(Pact+Pwrite_pre+Pwrite_bank)*Rwrite 

 

The total power consumption of a memory array is the sum of the power under all status.  

Total power: Ptot=Pstby+Pref+Pread+Pwrite (mW) 

To create a power modeling which is suitable for variable configurations, we need to 

survey the current consumptions of memory under different specifications. In this work, we 
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use the data of DDR products from Micron as an example. Some of the values used in 

modeling are listed in the table below. 

 

Table 6.1 Current consumption of DDR memory with various configurations 

Capacity 

(Mb) 

ClockCycle 

(ns) 

Standby 

(mA) 

Refresh 

(mA) 

Activate 

(mA) 

Precharge 

(mA) 

Read 

(mA) 

Write 

(mA) 

256 5 4 6 60 100 180 180 

256 6 4 6 55 90 160 160 

512 5 5 11 60 155 190 195 

512 6 5 10 50 130 165 175 

512 7.5 5 10 45 115 145 135 

1024 5 13 13 55 165 225 235 

1024 6 10 10 50 160 220 230 

1024 7.5 10 10 45 145 200 210 

 

 

To find out the relations among current consumption and different specifications, the data 

are plotted out for all working status in Figure 6.7. From the data showing in the figures, we 

can find that, reducing the clock cycle (increasing frequency) generally increase the power 

consumption under all status, and the relations are basically linear. This result matches the 

intuition quite well. On the other hand, larger memory sizes also bring higher power 

consumption generally. But the relations in this direction are not very linear, and it should be 

highly depends on the optimization design techniques used for different products. In a sum, 

we can still create a mathematical expression to depict the current consumptions under all 

status and a range of configurations.  
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Figure 6.7 Current consumption of DDR products under different working status 
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6.2 3D IC Design Flow 

6.2.1 3D Process-Design-Kit 
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Figure 6.8 Illustration of layer and 3D vias definitions in 3D FreePDK 

 

To facilitate the design of 3D IC, a 45nm Process Design Kits has been developed for 

physical design and verification in standard commercial flow (Virtuoso®, Calibre® etc.). 

This design kit supports multi-layers stacking in bulk process, and different 3D connecting 

options like Through-Tier-Via (e.g. MITLL tech) and Micro-bump (e.g. Intel tech) are 
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provided. Figure 6.8 shows the layer illustration and 3D via definition of this PDK. The 

example profile shows three-tier stacking. 3DPDK supports up to five tiers.  

The process is 45nm Bulk CMOS, and has ten metal layers plus Top Metal (TM) and 

Bottom Metal (BM). For 3D via connection, this PDK supports top or bottom metal micro-

bump (by VUP, VDN) and through-silicon-via (VTT). The layout below shows two inverters 

built in the first two tiers connected by 3D vias. The power and ground are connected by 

through-tier via (VTT) and Via_down (VDN), and the signal between inverters is connected 

by top metal contact. Parameterized Cells of MOSFETs and Vias in all five tiers are created 

based on Ciranova Pycells.  

 

 

Figure 6.9 3D via connection example of 3D 45nm FreePDK 
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The 3DPDK compiler generates both Cadence techfile (FreePDK3D45.tf) and Ciranova 

Pycell techfile (Santana.tech). The layer number offset between connected tiers is 300. 

Layers at Tier_A start from 300 with suffix “_A”. The technology information and design 

rules are placed on the website, and can be found at www.eda.ncsu.edu/wiki/FreePDK3D45: 

Contents. 

 

Figure 6.10 Flow chart of the 3D PDK compilation 

 

6.2.2 Parasitics of 3D Vias and verification rules 

The Calibre DRC and LVS rules for 3D layout verification are placed at /techfile/calibre. The 

top level file names are 3D_FreePDK45_calibreDRC.rules and 3D_FreePDK45_calibreLVS. 

rules. Part of the design rule information is from FreePDK45 with extra rules for 3D 

connection verification. Extra design rules and parasitic values for 3D vias are also included 

and will be inserted into the verification rules during compilation. 
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6.3 3D Memory Generator 

Based on the 3D PDK, a Python script 3D memory generator is developed for more accurate 

performance evaluation (Figure 6.11). The 3D memory generator imports configuration 

settings (e.g. tier, TSV and I/O type) and accurate process parameters from technology files, 

and generates layout and standard scripts like .LIB (timing model) and .LEF (physical model) 

for simulation and place-and-routing. This process adaptive memory module is convenient 

for performance and cost estimation under the conditions of various TSV options. 
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Figure 6.11 Working principle of 3D memory generator 

 

6.3.1 Skeleton layout generator for 3D memory 

Based on the 3D PDK and the Python parameterized cell, 3D memory generator is developed 

for fast physically aware evaluation. Users can conveniently define the process features like 

tier numbers, TSV options and I/O types in the generator. As shown in Figure 6.12.b and c, 

the skeleton layout of memory array will be generated based on the circuit topology and it 
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can be adaptive to the physical design rules defined in technology file. A timing performance 

model (.LIB file) and a physical feature model (.LEF file) will be automatically generated 

during compiling. The models can be used for 3D IC design in standard EDA tools.  

 

         
(a)                               (b) 

 

(c) 

Figure 6.12 Skeleton memory layout generation: 

(a) device calculation, (b) sub-array generation and (c) array with I/O options 

 

The purposes of 3D memory skeleton layout generator are: 1) creating process adaptive 

layout for system place and routing; 2) area estimation based on different TSV options. It 

uses the process information in standard technology file as input, and by choosing different 

configurations, generates accurate layout skeleton for high level place and routing. 
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6.3.2 .LIB and .LEF file generation 

In compilation, the timing information is outputted as a standard formatted file named 

“mem_<#data>_<#add>.lib”. Process information used in calculation is extracted from 

“Santana.tech” file. The timing information calculated from the model is saved in the .LIB 

file as the sample format listed below 

“ 

 pin(clock_rw) {    

  direction : input;    

  capacitance : 0.0373938;    

  clock : true;     

  min_period : 0.261498248833;  

” 

The .LEF file with physical design information can be exported by Virtuoso Abstract 

Generator. The detailed instruction is included in the memory generator scripts package. 
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Chapter 7 

3D SRAM and DLL Access Time Measurement 

Test Chip 

 

7.1 Architecture of the Test Chip 

Previous research in 3D SRAM design [7.1][7.2][7.3] has shown the potential of access time 

reduction. However, the previous work is mostly based on theoretical analyses and modeling, 

and does not show a physical implementation. To validate the benefits of 3D technology and 

measure the variations among tiers, in this work, an SRAM array was designed and 

fabricated in the MIT Lincoln Lab (LL) 0.18µm 3D silicon-on-insulator (SOI) process [7.4]. 

The circuit was built on three tiers and connected by Through-Silicon-Vias (TSVs).  

We use access time to evaluate the 3D SRAM performance. It is challenging to measure 

access times under 1ns with low-cost circuits. Previous measurement methods have some 

obvious drawbacks. One of the methods is to quantize the access time by a counter circuit 

working at a much higher frequency than SRAM clock speed [7.5]. This method requires 

extremely high-speed counter circuit which is hard to realize in a standard CMOS process. 
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Another method is to use a tunable delay line in characterizing the timing performance [7.6]. 

However, the unconstrained delay line is very sensitive to process and environmental 

variations. In our work, a delay-locked loop (DLL) based access time measurement circuit 

was designed on-chip to evaluate the 3D SRAM performance. The capabilities of DLL 

circuit in fine delay tuning and wide frequency range make it be suitable for low-cost access 

time measurement. 

 

 

Figure 7.1 Topology of 3D SRAM and access time measurement test chip 
 

7.2 3D SRAM Structure 

3D IC processing makes it feasible to partition the SRAM circuit onto several tiers. There are 

a couple of options for partitioning. The first option is to divide the SRAM at a cell level. 
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However, this option is constrained by the size of the TSV, which is 2.5µm×2.5µm in the 

MITLL process and comparable to the size of an SRAM cell. The second option is to 

partition the 3D SRAM at a sub-array level, and divide each word-line in a sub-array onto 

three tiers. This option aims to reduce the word-line delay which is a significant part of the 

SRAM access time. We used this word-line split partition in our implementation. The 

topology of the 3D SRAM in our design is shown in Figure 7.1. The SRAM sub-array is 

designed on the three tiers, and on each tier there is a 16×16 cell array with pre-charge 

circuits and sense amplifiers. Meanwhile, identical local word-line drivers are placed on each 

tier and are connected through the TSVs. The word-line decoder and on-chip measurement 

circuits are located on the top tier. For the whole design, the supplies, control signals and 

input/output data signals are distributed to all tiers through the TSVs. The 3D SRAM sub-

array has 6 bit (4 bit row, 2 bit column) address and 12 bit (4 bit per tier) output width. 

 

7.3 DLL Clock Generation and Access Time Measurement 

Circuit 

In this work, we designed a novel DLL-based access time measurement circuit. The block 

diagram of the circuit is shown in Figure 7.1. The principle of the circuit is to use the DLL as 

a clock generator which provides the clock signals for both the SRAM array and the output 

sampling registers. The access time is obtained by tuning the delay between these two clocks 

until getting the minimum delay that makes the SRAM output samples correct. Two stages, 

coarse tune and fine tune, are designed for tuning delays. The coarse tune is achieved by 
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choosing one of the eight equally phase-shifted clock signals in the Voltage-Controlled Delay 

Line (VCDL) of the DLL. The further fine tune is realized by buffers with tunable loading 

capacitors. Each tuning stage has three binary control bits. This DLL-based measurement 

circuit offers several benefits. One benefit is that it avoids using high-speed reference signal. 

As the tune range is 1/5 of the total VCDL delay, for 2ns tuning range, the reference 

frequency for DLL is only 100MHz, and the coarse and fine tuning step are 250ps and 31ps. 

Another benefit is that the circuit is reliable under process-voltage-temperature (PVT) 

variations. The negative feedback feature of the DLL ensures that the tunable delay used for 

measurement is always referred to the clock period of the input reference signal, and 

therefore the delay does not vary under the PVT variations. Several design techniques were 

used to improve the DLL performance. First, we separated the power supplies for the DLL 

and the digital circuits in order to reduce the jitter. Secondly, the loop bandwidth was 

optimized to attenuate the jitter coming from the input reference. Thirdly, the control voltage 

of VCDL is set to the default value during start-up period in order to minimize the lock time. 

Moreover, with the aims to achieve a wide lock range as well as to avoid false locking at half 

of the reference frequency, the novel Phase-Frequency-Detector (PFD) circuit only detects 

the rising edge of the feedback clock (F360) when its phase difference from half of the VCDL 

delay (F180) is within 180 degrees. 

As shown in the system topology in Figure 7.1, in the writing phase, a counter sweeps all 

the addresses of the 3D SRAM array, and the automatically generated data pattern is written 

in the SRAM cells. In the reading phase, the counter sweeps the SRAM array the same way 

as the writing phase. The outputs from the three tiers are sampled by the registers driven by 
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the tunable clock. The sampled data are compared with the correct pattern. Comparison 

results are indicated by one-bit flag signals on each tier, which are pulled high when results 

are correct. 

 

7.4 Measurement Results 

3D Power 
Supply 

Decouplings

DLL

3D 
SRAM

BIST

 

Figure 7.2 Photo of the 3D test chip 
 

Figure 7.2 shows the photo of the fabricated 3D chip with the main components indicated. In 

testing, we used a high performance pulse generator to provide accurate input reference clock. 

When the reference signal is set to 100MHz (the central frequency of the DLL), the 

measurement resolution is 31ps. For access time measurement, the binary delay tuning code 
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is incrementally swept from the minimum to the maximum. When the flag signal for a tier 

starts to remain high, the delay value calculated from the code setting is recorded as access 

time. To improve the accuracy limited by finite resolution of tunable stages, we swept the 

frequency of the input reference from 70MHz to 130MHz, which is the locking range of the 

DLL, and calculated the average access time from the set of test results.  

Table 7.1 summarizes the access time results. As the results show, for 3D SRAM array, 

the measured access time is larger than the simulated value. This difference may be due to 

the fact that TSV parasitics were not accurately modeled in simulation. The results may also 

be impacted by the clock jitter. The results show that the 3D SRAM has better performance 

than a 2D design (16×48 array). The access time is decreased by 32% by using 3D 

technology. As the intrinsic delays of the decoder and the sense amplifiers are the same in 

both the 2D and the 3D implementations, the improvement is mainly achieved by shorting 

the word-line in the 3D design. As the measured results show, there are differences in the 

access times of the different tiers in the 3D design. This can be caused by the TSV-added 

uneven loadings of the sense amplifiers.  

 

Table 7.1 Measurement results of the test chip 

Memory Structure Access Time 

3D Measured 800ps@Tier1, 790ps@Tier2, 780ps@Tier3 

3D Simulated 740ps (Ideal TSV) 

2D Single Array Simulated 1170ps 
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Chapter 8 

Conclusions 

 

8.1 Summary of Contributions 

In this work, I propose new techniques and design methods to handle the complexity and 

challenges in clock design for 3D memory intensive system. For this purpose, first, a new 

clock distribution topology which does not rely on traditional highly balanced H-tree 

structure is presented for better clock distribution quality and power, area efficiency. 

Secondly, a novel return-signal adaptive de-skew technique, which avoids the accurate 

reference requirement, is developed to handle the large cross-die variation and wiring 

asymmetry in 3D ICs. The effectiveness of this de-skew technique is successfully validated 

by a test chip design fabricated on the IBM 7RF 180nm CMOS process. Thirdly, in order to 

facilitate the design and analysis of 3D memory in standard tool environment, an open-source 

3D Process Design Kit (3D PDK) and a 3D memory generator tool are developed. Finally, I 

also develop a design and optimization flow to improve the clock design based on thermal 

profiles and minimize the design overhead. 
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In this dissertation, Chapter 3 presents the theories and design considerations for the new 

clock distribution topology and novel de-skew technique. To the author’s best knowledge, 

the methods proposed in this chapter are the first published systemic solutions for reliable 3D 

clock network design. A test chip demonstrating and validating the return-signal de-skew 

technique was also design and tested. The measurement results demonstrated in Chapter 4 

prove the effectiveness of the proposed technique. In Chapter 5, I also extend the research 

into system design level, and optimize the trade-off of performance improvement and design 

overhead by developing a thermal-profile based clock region design flow. a detailed 

description of 3D memory modeling and design tools developing methods are introduced in 

Chapter 6. To learn about the impact of 3D integration to memory performance, as 

introduced in Chapter 7, a SRAM array with on-chip access time measurement was designed 

and fabricated on the MITLL 180nm 3D three-tier SOI process. 

Overall, the research results in this work provide the potential 3D IC designers useful 

methods and tools to create reliable clock system in a memory intensive 3D integrated 

system. 

 

8.2 Future Work 

In future research, there are two possible parts of work can be implemented to improve the 

research achievements proposed in this dissertation. 
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The first part of work is to apply the proposed 3D clock distribution topology and de-skew 

technique in a real 3D process, possibly the MITLL 3D process or Tezzaron process. It’s 

better to build the clock design in the logic circuit designs. 

The second part of work is to integrate the 3D clock optimization flow into the standard 

design flow. Combined with the 3D PDK and 3D memory generator, the whole design flow 

will be more users friendly. 

 

 


